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Do people with more formal education make better political leaders? In this article we analyze cross-national data on
random leadership transitions, data on close elections in the US Congress, and data on randomly audited municipalities
in Brazil. Across a wide range of outcomes, we consistently ﬁnd that college-educated leaders perform about the same
as or worse than leaders with less formal education. Politicians with college degrees do not tend to govern over more
prosperous nations, do not pass more bills, do not tend to do better at the polls, and are no less likely to be corrupt.
These ﬁndings have important implications for how citizens evaluate candidates, how scholars measure leader quality,
and how we think about the role of education in policy making.
Laws will be wisely formed and honestly administered in proportion as those who form and administer them are wise and honest; whence it
becomes expedient for promoting the public happiness that those persons whom nature has endowed with genius and virtue should be
rendered by liberal education worthy to receive and able to guard the sacred deposit of the rights and liberties of their fellow citizens.
—Thomas Jefferson, Diffusion of Knowledge Bill, 1779
[Although] education is universally a key credential for elite recruitment . . . studies of elite socialization have found little or no consistent
impact of the quantity of education a leader has received.
—Robert Putnam, The Comparative Study of Political Elites, 1976

D

o people with more formal education make better
politicians? The idea has deep roots in both classical
and contemporary political thought. Since Plato,
political observers have often argued that governing is best
left to those who are highly educated (e.g., Lippmann 1922).
Ordinary citizens have often agreed. In 2009, a New York
Times education blog reported that 5% of members of Congress did not have college degrees (Steinberg 2009), prompting a ﬂurry of readers to comment, “I would never vote for
anyone who did not have a college degree”; “It’s foolish to
think that an uneducated . . . legislature would be preferable
to an educated one”; and “I don’t think some one [sic] who
didn’t graduate from college is qualiﬁed to run the country.”
Many social scientists have recently started to agree. In
recent years, many scholars have begun using information
about the formal educational attainment of political leaders
as a rough measure of the quality or competence of those
leaders. The practice has spread quickly: in the span of a

few years, statements like “we use education as a proxy
for the skill level of candidates” (Kotakorpi and Poutvaara
2011, 879) have become commonplace in research on topics ranging from political selection (Bai and Zhou 2014;
Besley and Reynal-Querol 2011; Buckley et al. 2014; Galasso and Nannicini 2011; Luo 2010) and gender quotas (Baltrunaite et al. 2012) to legislative compensation (Atkinson
and Rogers 2012; Kotakorpi and Poutvaara 2011), leader
survival (Yu and Jong-A-Pin 2013), and voter turnout (De
Benedetto and De Paola 2014). Scholars now routinely assume that educated leaders tend to be better leaders.
However, they usually present little evidence to support
that assumption. When scholars use education as a proxy
for leader quality, they sometimes cite research on ordinary
citizens showing that education is a marker of human capital or civic skills. Most also point to a recent article linking
the educational attainment of political leaders to gross domestic product (GDP) growth (Besley, Montalvo, and Reynal-
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Querol 2011). But most do little more: there simply is not
much empirical research on the link between politicians’ educational attainment and their performance in ofﬁce.
That link deserves more careful attention. The relationship between education, competence, and leadership is more
complex than many scholars have assumed—and the existing empirical evidence is more mixed than they have acknowledged. Teachers who earn master’s degrees do not
appear to produce better students (e.g., Clotfelter, Ladd, and
Vigdor 2007). Chief executive ofﬁcers (CEOs) with more
schooling do not seem to produce higher proﬁts (e.g., Gottesman and Morey 2006). Perhaps politicians with more
formal education do not produce better government.
In this article we ask whether leaders with college degrees perform better in ofﬁce than leaders without college
degrees. Whereas past studies have focused on just one measure of a leader’s performance—how much the economy
grows while the leader is in ofﬁce—we focus on a wide range
of outcomes: economic growth, inequality, social unrest, interstate conﬂict, unemployment, inﬂation, reelection, legislative productivity, and corruption.
Of course, it is possible that educated people might be
more likely to seek political ofﬁce in places where outcomes
like these are already good. To deal with this potential selection bias, we follow previous work and analyze crossnational data on leaders who take ofﬁce unexpectedly (because the previous leader suddenly became ill or died). To
extend the empirical evidence, we also analyze two data sets
that allow for easy single-country extensions of the ﬁndings
in this larger data set: data on members of the US Congress
and Brazilian mayors who were ﬁrst elected essentially at
random (by winning an extremely close election). In these
three data sets, does it matter whether a politician has a
college degree or not?
In sharp contrast to the assumptions underpinning recent studies, we ﬁnd little evidence of a link between education and leader quality: on the measures we examine, collegeeducated politicians perform about the same as or worse than
leaders who do not have college degrees. Politicians with
college degrees do not tend to govern over more prosperous
nations, are not more productive legislators, do not perform
better at the polls, and are no less likely to be corrupt. These
ﬁndings have important implications for how citizens evaluate candidates, how scholars measure leader quality, and
how we think about the role of education in policy making.

EDUCATION AND LEADER QUALITY
Why would we expect politicians who have more formal
education to be better leaders? The most common answer
in the scholarly literature is that people with more school-

ing have more human capital and tend to be more engaged
in civic life. In their work on whether democracies select
more educated leaders, Besley and Reynal-Querol (2011, 552)
argue that
education is a particularly interesting aspect of political selection in view of the strong correlation found
between educational attainment and earnings, which
is consistent with education either enhancing skills or
signaling ability. Education is also strongly correlated
with civic engagement. Education is thus a compelling
indicator of a leader’s quality.
Similarly, Atkinson and Rogers (2012, 6) note that
scores of papers have established a clear link between
education and lifetime income, and education is a clear
contributor to civic engagement, from the simple act
of voting to dedicated activism. In the political realm,
those with higher education have a distinct advantage
in being better able to develop logical arguments, assemble and assess evidence, and make public presentations . . . university degrees signal capacity in this regard and invite the inference that education provides
at least some politically relevant skills.
De Benedetto and De Paolo (2014, 6) note too that it
is impossible to directly measure a leader’s competence or
ability in some abstract sense:
Since it is not possible to ﬁnd one or more indicators
that unquestionably determine what makes a good
politician, we measure politicians’ quality in terms of
human capital. There is a huge economic literature
showing that a higher accumulation of human capital
produces positive effects both on individual economic
prospects and on aggregate variables. Under the assumption that “political” and “market” skills are correlated, human capital should also represent a good
proxy for politicians’ quality.
Why use education to measure leader quality? Because
people with more education tend to have more of the skills
that make employees valuable and that make it easy for
citizens to engage in politics. If those skills are also helpful
while running a campaign or holding a political ofﬁce, people with more education will tend to be better politicians.
But are they? The empirical evidence is murkier than recent studies acknowledge. The link between education and
human capital, for instance, is not as straightforward as
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they suggest. People with more formal education do, in fact,
earn more money, perhaps because schooling imparts valuable skills or perhaps because people seek out schooling to
signal that they have valuable skills (e.g., Card 1997). Likewise, people with more education are considerably more
likely to be involved in civic life, perhaps because education
encourages engagement or perhaps because people who are
engaged also tend to seek out schooling (e.g., Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995).
However, there are also signs that the links between education and human capital or civic engagement are not
wholly attributable to learning or signaling. Some of the
differences between people with more and less education
may instead reﬂect social and economic exclusion (see Massey 2007). The costs associated with education keep some
talented people from pursuing degrees (and enable some less
talented people with economic resources to pull ahead). In
turn, education confers lifelong economic and social beneﬁts. People with degrees may earn more not because they
have superior skills but because employers assume that degrees are markers of quality and offer more pay to people
who have them.1 People with more education may also participate in civic life more not because they have superior
abilities, but because the political process tends to be more
responsive to more privileged people and they have more to
gain by engaging (e.g., Bartels 2008; Gilens 2012). The links
between education and earnings or civic engagement undoubtedly reﬂect differences in skills and abilities—but education signiﬁes more than just human capital, including
preexisting privileges that have nothing to do with a person’s competence. The relationship between education and
human capital is not as straightforward as recent studies of
leader quality suggest.
The link between human capital and leader quality is
also less certain. Education can impart many skills that may
be useful in politics. But most formal education does not directly focus on how to run for or hold political ofﬁce. Campaigning and governing are highly specialized tasks, and the
human capital people acquire from formal education may
not give them big advantages when they decide to seek public ofﬁce. Moreover, because holding ofﬁce requires so much
human capital in the ﬁrst place, people with less formal education (and, for that matter, people with more) who make it
to leadership positions may have far more human capital than
the average person from their education level. Even if there
is an association between education and ability in the gen1. The study that found that CEOs with more schooling do not generate more proﬁts also found that CEOs with more schooling receive higher
compensation (Gottesman and Morey 2006).
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eral public, if the processes we use to select leaders screen out
people with less human capital, the association between education and human capital among politicians may be weak—
or nonexistent.
Scholars are beginning to reach the same conclusions
about the links between educational attainment and performance in other skilled professions. Using longitudinal data
on individual student achievement, Clotfelter et al. (2007)
show that teachers who earn master’s degrees do not produce
greater learning gains for students (either before or after
receiving their advanced degrees). Likewise, using data on
the CEOs of companies traded on the New York Stock Exchange, Gottesman and Morey (2006) show that companies
do not make greater proﬁts when they are led by CEOs educated at more selective colleges or CEOs with law degrees or
MBAs. This may be because the selection process for complex professions screens out all but the most qualiﬁed people, so that all teachers and CEOs are higher in human
capital regardless of their education levels. Or it may be because formal education is a marker of general skills and abilities, but those skills are not enough to ensure that someone
can run a classroom or a company or a country (e.g., Carnevale, Inbar, and Lerner 2011). Even if ordinary citizens
with more formal education have more human capital, there
are good reasons to doubt that leaders with more education
are all that different from leaders with less.
Indeed, the relationship between education and leader
quality—the assumption underpinning dozens of recent
studies—is far more empirically tenuous than those studies let on. Most studies that treat education as a marker of
leader quality cite just one empirical study by Besley et al.
(2011) that analyzes cross-national data on random leadership transitions between 1875 and 2004. When a collegeeducated leader dies of natural causes, the study shows, GDP
per capita decreases more if the incoming leader has less
formal education.2 When scholars “use education as a proxy
for the skill level of candidates” (Kotakorpi and Poutvaara
2011, 879), most cite this study alone.
This study—and two others cited less often3—is not
enough to justify the widespread assumption that politicians

2. Curiously, the study also ﬁnds that GDP per capita declines when
the transition transfers power from one college-educated leader to another
college-educated leader and increases when it transfers power from a
leader with no college degree to another leader with no college degree.
3. A more comprehensive review of the literature uncovers two more
studies, though even this expanded body of evidence is far from bulletproof. Congleton (2013) ﬁnds that GDP growth in the United States is
higher when the president has more formal education, but the study does
not control for other factors that might inﬂuence both GDP growth and
the educational backgrounds of presidents, including the rapid increase in
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with more education are better politicians. GDP growth is
not a universal measure of a leader’s performance or of a
nation’s prosperity: countries can experience positive GDP
growth during periods of soaring economic inequality, social unrest, interstate conﬂict, and widespread corruption.
Moreover, it is difﬁcult to know how much credit political
leaders deserve for changes in economic output. And if education is a proxy for things like social class, ideology, or
party afﬁliation, the association between education and GDP
may reﬂect something other than a difference between more
and less skilled leaders. A single study linking educated leaders to increasing GDP is certainly consistent with the idea
that educated leaders are better, but it is by no means deﬁnitive.
Nor is it the only word on the matter: most of the scholars who equate education and leader quality have ignored
an earlier body of research suggesting that leaders with more
formal education tend to think and behave about the same
as leaders with less formal education. In the 1960s, scholarship on the personal backgrounds of political elites brieﬂy
ﬂourished (e.g., Domhoff 1967; Gruber 1971; Lipset and
Solari 1967; Verner 1974; Von der Mehden 1969). Many of
these studies analyzed the relationship between leaders’ educational backgrounds and their attitudes, choices, and decisions in ofﬁce. Most came up empty-handed, ﬁnding “little or no consistent impact of the quantity of education a
leader has received” (Putnam 1976, 94). Since then, followup studies have likewise found essentially no differences between how more and less educated politicians behave in ofﬁce (e.g., Carnes 2012, 2013).4 If more educated leaders tend
to behave about the same as other politicians, why should
we assume that they produce signiﬁcantly better outcomes?
It is possible that more educated leaders differ in some
way that these behavioral studies simply did not pick up.
We may reach different conclusions if we focus not on politicians’ behaviors but rather on economic and social outcomes. As it stands, we simply need more research. There
are good reasons to expect leaders with more education to be
better at their jobs, and there are also good reasons to be

both GDP growth and educational attainment in the United States following World War II. An International Monetary Fund (IMF) report
(Arezki et al. 2012) notes correlations between the educational attainment
of senior economic policymakers and several measures of government
outputs—but ﬁnds a negligible relationship between education and corruption and does not control for other factors that might confound the
correlation between education and government performance.
4. However, leaders’ occupational backgrounds seem to play an important role in shaping their attitudes and choices (Carnes 2012, 2013;
Carnes and Lupu 2015).

skeptical. Are politicians with more formal education really
better leaders?

DATA
If educated people make better politicians, we should be
able to observe differences in a variety of outcomes that occur under their stewardship. Previous studies have focused
primarily on economic growth. But citizens expect more from
government than just GDP gains. In this article, we focus on
a far broader set of economic outcomes: growth but also inequality, unrest, unemployment, and inﬂation. And we focus
on several noneconomic outcomes that citizens care about:
interstate conﬂict, reelection, productivity, and corruption.
Of course, if we were to simply study the relationship
between a given outcome variable and the education level
of a political leader, we would risk uncovering endogenous
correlations. People run for ofﬁce strategically, when they
think the time is right. They leave ofﬁce strategically, too
(e.g., Jacobson 1989). If people with more education make
these kinds of decisions differently—if they are less likely to
run when the economy is weak, crime is high, the government is unpopular, and so forth (perhaps because people
with more education can pursue other lines of work when
politics is a less attractive job)—any observed link between
education and leader performance might reﬂect strategic
entry and exit, not the popular idea that educated leaders
are better at governing.
We cannot completely resolve these inferential problems,
that is, we cannot randomly assign governments to be run
by more and less-educated people. But in the last few years,
scholars interested in the effects of leaders have attempted
to address one important source of endogeneity, strategic
entry and exit, by analyzing leaders who took ofﬁce somewhat unexpectedly through arbitrary transitions or extremely
narrow elections—in other words, through as-if random assignment (Dunning 2012; Jones and Olken 2005). As Besley
et al. (2011, 209) note, it “is important . . . that the timing of . . .
leadership transitions is unrelated to underlying economic
and political conditions,” and one useful strategy is to focus
on leaders “who left ofﬁce because of natural death, accident,
or serious illness, such as a stroke.”
Studying leaders who take ofﬁce unexpectedly does not
allow scholars to identify the true causal effect of education
on leader quality. When a leader dies unexpectedly, for instance, the level of education of her successor is not randomly assigned. However, studying unexpected leadership
transitions helps guard against one important potential source
of endogeneity: that educated people might be more likely
to go into politics when political outcomes are good and
more likely to leave politics for the labor market when times
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are tough politically. Because politicians enter and leave
ofﬁce strategically, it is not enough to simply study the association between education and leader quality. Studying
unexpected leadership transitions does not identify the
causal effect of education without additional assumptions,5
but it helps to ensure that we are not mistaking educated
politicians jumping ship when times are tough for educated
people being better politicians.
In this article, we analyze three data sets. Following Besley et al. (2011), we ﬁrst examine the effect of as-if random leadership transitions across countries. We ask what
happens when a leader leaves ofﬁce unexpectedly due to
illness or death (and not for other reasons like retirement,
term limits, electoral defeat, or coups) and disaggregate the
data by whether the leader who takes over has a college degree or not.6 Like these previous authors, we examine how
GDP changes, but we also analyze several other important
markers of national prosperity: unemployment, inﬂation,
economic inequality, the frequency of major strikes, and
deaths from interstate conﬂicts. If more educated politicians
really are better leaders in a broad sense, when a collegeeducated leader takes ofﬁce unexpectedly, the country should
thrive in more ways than simply increasing its GDP.
And if more educated leaders really are better leaders,
when they take ofﬁce somewhat unexpectedly, they should
tend to be more effective and should tend to stay in ofﬁce
longer. To test these possibilities, we analyze data on the
US Congress, an institution where we can study data on the
vote margins of tens of thousands of politicians. We focus in
particular on members who won their ﬁrst elections by extremely narrow margins—members who arguably entered

5. For instance, if we are willing to make the assumption of conditional
parallel paths, then analyzing how our outcome variables changed between the
ﬁve years before and after a random transition (conditioning on relevant factors
before the transition) would allow us to estimate the causal effect of education.
Appendix table 1e reports an analysis that restricts the sample in table 1 below to
countries that experienced random leadership transition, analyzes changes in
three outcome variables between the ﬁve years before the transition and the ﬁve
years after, controls for the level of the outcome variable in the year prior to the
transition, and regresses the change in the ﬁve-year average before and after the
transition on indicators for countries with different combinations of collegeeducated and non-college-educated leaders. (Because this analysis restricts our
sample to countries that experienced transitions and for which we have ﬁve
years of pre- and post-transition outcome data, we only examine three outcome
variables, we have far fewer cases, and we have no cases of transitions from a
college-educated leader to a non-college-educated leader.) The results are substantively identical to our ﬁndings in table 1—college-educated leaders do not
perform better.
6. In other words, our research design examines heterogeneous
treatment effects by the leader’s education level.
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ofﬁce as-if at random (Lee 2008).7 Among those elected
through an as-if random process, did those who had college
degrees tend to pass more bills? Were they more likely to
win their reelection bids? Did they stay in ofﬁce longer?
We also analyze data from Brazil on a uniquely reliable
measure of corruption. Since 2003, an anticorruption ofﬁce
of the federal government in Brasília has audited the budgets of 250 randomly selected municipalities per year (see
Brollo et al. 2013; Ferraz and Finan 2008, 2011). This gives
us both a random sample from Brazil’s roughly 5,500 municipalities and reliable data on whether independent auditors found evidence of suspicious activity. Do collegeeducated mayors engage in less corruption?
Of course, this approach is far from exhaustive: our analyses of reelection, bill passage, and corruption each focus
on just one country in which we have a unique opportunity to reliably study an important outcome. However, these
analyses represent the broadest effort to date to measure
the relationship between education and leader quality. We
study a variety of leaders—executives, legislators, and mayors—and a wide range of outcomes that citizens the world
over care about—economic performance, war, reelection,
effectiveness, and corruption. If education truly is a marker
of leader quality, we should see evidence of it in at least
some of our analyses.

LEADER EDUCATION AND PROSPERITY
ACROSS COUNTRIES
Do more educated leaders govern over more prosperous
countries? To ﬁnd out, we replicated Besley et al.’s (2011)
analysis of cross-national data on the education levels of
national executives. In their work, they collected information about the highest degree earned by each national leader
identiﬁed in the Archigos data set, which covers roughly
228 countries that existed between 1875 and 2004 (Goemans, Gleditsch, and Chiozza 2009). Besley et al. used the
Archigos coding for the reason behind a leadership transition and then assumed (following Jones and Olken 2005)
that those cases where the head of state left ofﬁce unexpectedly due to illness or death by natural causes were asif randomly assigned. They then estimated how the average
annual change in logged GDP per capita differed between
the ﬁve years before the transition and the ﬁve years after

7. Eggers et al. (2015) recently found that the assumption that close
elections imply as-if random assignment is questionable in the case of the
US House of Representative after 1946 (though it appears to be valid prior
to that and among Brazilian mayors). Appendix table 2a replicates our
analysis using only members of Congress elected prior to 1946. Our results
remain substantively consistent.
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and disaggregate that difference by the level of education of
the leader before and after the transition.
Our approach differs from theirs in three important ways.
First, we analyze a far wider range of outcome variables.
We use the GDP per capita data that Besley et al. (2011) examine,8 but we also analyze data on several other markers
of national well-being: (1) economic inequality—the share
of national income going to the top 1% of earners—computed
by Piketty and Saez and their coauthors (Alvaredo et al. 2014),
which are available for about half of the countries in the data
set beginning in the early twentieth century; (2) strikes—
major work stoppages involving more than 1,000 people—
compiled by Banks and Wilson (2013) and available for the
period 1901–99;9 (3) the unemployment and inﬂation rates,
available from the World Development Indicators for the
years 1980 to 2010; and (4) interstate conﬂict—the number of
militarized interstate disputes (MIDs) begun each year—from
the Correlates of War data set (Kenwick et al. 2013) for the
period 1840 to 2010. With these data, we can ask not just
whether educated leaders produce growth, but whether they
produce national prosperity, broadly deﬁned.
Second, we focus on the difference between leaders with
college degrees and leaders without. Besley et al. (2011) measure educational attainment several ways, including a categorical scale as well as simple indicators for leaders who attended college and leaders who attended graduate school. To
be consistent with the other analyses in this article—and to
make our presentation clearer—we simply use an indicator
for college attainment (which produces the same basic results
as alternative educational measures).
Third, we use a more parsimonious empirical model.
Besley et al. (2011) estimate complex models that incorporate information about the outcome variables and the
explanatory variables both before and after the leadership
transition. We simply estimate models that relate our economic performance measures after transitions to the education levels of the leaders who take ofﬁce—we do not include data on the performance of the economy before the
transition or the education level of the leader who suddenly
left ofﬁce (although adding those variables does not change
our ﬁndings; see appendix table 1b). If the transitions were
assigned as-if randomly, it should not matter what values
the variables took prior to the transition. We should be able
to estimate the effect of random leadership transitions with a
between-subjects design, that is, by simply studying how post-

8. The GDP per capita data come from the Maddison Project (Bolt
and van Zanden 2013).
9. We also estimated models using a composite measure of unrest that
summed the number of strikes, riots, and major demonstrations from the
Banks data set (see appendix table 1a).

treatment outcomes differed between treated country-years—
those in which a random leadership transition took place—
and control country-years—those in which it did not. And we
should be able to determine whether the effect of random
leadership transitions was different when a more educated
leader took ofﬁce and when a less educated leader took ofﬁce.
Like Besley et al. (2011), we estimate ﬁxed-effects models with country- and year-speciﬁc intercepts. We regress
our economic outcome measures on either an indicator for
countries that experienced an unexpected leadership transition in the last ﬁve years (“5 years after transition”) or,
separately, on both an indicator for countries that had experienced these transitions in the last ﬁve years and that
had college-educated leaders (“5 years after trans—college”)
and an indicator for countries that had experienced these
transitions and that had leaders without college degrees
(“5 years after trans—no college”). We also report the differences between the coefﬁcients for these two indicators
(“The Difference College Makes”), which illustrate how
much better countries performed in the years after leaders
with college degrees were thrust into ofﬁce compared to the
years after leaders without college degrees took ofﬁce unexpectedly.10 Table 1 reports our ﬁndings.
As the ﬁrst of each pair of columns in table 1 illustrate,
countries that experienced random leadership transitions did
not, on average, experience seismic quality-of-life changes.
During the ﬁve years after these transitions, GDP per capita
in these countries was about the same, on average, as GDP
per capita in other countries, and the numbers of strikes
were essentially the same, too. Economic inequality was signiﬁcantly higher, although not dramatically so—the top 1%
of earners took home just 0.86% more of the country’s income than they did in countries that had not experienced
random leadership transitions. Unemployment, inﬂation, and
MIDs were more or less the same as in other states.
On all six measures, countries governed by collegeeducated leaders performed about the same as—or worse
than—countries governed by leaders without college degrees. The estimates in the second column in table 1 report
the difference in the average GDP per capita between countries that were not within ﬁve years of a random leadership
transition (the omitted category), those that were within
ﬁve years of a random transition that had college-educated
leaders, and those that were within ﬁve years but had leaders without college degrees. It also lists “The Difference College Makes,” that is, the expected difference in GDP per capita between post-transition countries with college-educated
leaders and post-transition countries without them (in other
10. We also estimated models that used one- and three-year intervals
rather than ﬁve-year intervals; see tables 1c and 1d in the appendix.

...

5 years after trans—no college (ind.)

The difference college makes

.07
12,482
.9034
.31688
12,153

.01
(.01)
2.02
(.02)
.03
(.02)

...

GDP pc.
(Log)

1,186
.8346
1.9606
1,038

...

...

.86**
(.24)
...

Top 1%
Income
Share

2.88
1,186
.8346
1.9616
1,037

.87**
(.27)
.83
(.51)
.04
(.56)

...

Top 1%
Income
Share

9,025
.1719
.48271
8,759

...

...

.03
(.02)
...

Number
of Strikes

.005
9,025
.1722
.48268
8,758

.051
(.03)
2.01
(.02)
.071
(.04)

...

Number
of Strikes

3,956
.8465
2.5536
3,743

...

...

...

2.01
(.25)
...

2.73
3,956
.8465
2.554
3,742

.00
(.30)
2.04
(.37)
.04
(.47)

Unemp.

Unemp.

5,737
.4780
.94774
5,514

...

...

.09
(.06)
...

Inﬂ.
(Log)

2.02
5,737
.4781
.94769
5,513

.14*
(.07)
2.03
(.10)
.18
(.12)

...

Inﬂ.
(Log)

3,495
.2577
1.1832
3,153

...

...

2.17
(.07)
...

Disputes

2.15
3,495
.2577
1.1833
3,152

2.14
(.09)
2.201
(.11)
.06
(.11)

...

Disputes

Note. Results are from linear regression models that include controls for country and year, with robust standard errors. Data are taken from Alvaredo et al. (2014), Banks and Wilson (2013), Besley et al. (2011), and Kenwick
et al. (2013).
1
p ! .10.
* p ! .05.
** p ! .01.

12,482
.9034
.31688
12,154

...

5 years after trans—college (ind.)

“Best” bound (90%)
N
R2
Standard error
Degrees of freedom

.00
(.01)
...

5 years after transition (ind.)

Dependent Variable

GDP pc.
(Log)

Table 1. Random Leadership Transitions and National Prosperity
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words, the difference in the average treatment effect for each
group). As Besley et al. (2011) show, countries governed by
educated leaders do slightly better in the years after a random transition—logged GDP per capita is 0.01 higher than
in other countries, whereas the logged GDP per capita of
countries governed by non-college-educated leaders is 0.02
lower than that of other countries. However, in our analysis,
this moderate difference is not statistically signiﬁcant—Besley
et al.’s (2011) ﬁnding is not robust to minor changes to the
model speciﬁcation. In post-transition countries, those where
college-educated leaders take over have slightly better economic growth rates than those in which non-college-educated
leaders take over, but the difference is not signiﬁcantly distinct from zero.11
Of course, a nonsigniﬁcant ﬁnding like this one could
simply reﬂect a shortage of statistical power. In these instances, one solution is to report the 90% conﬁdence intervals around the estimate—if all of the values within the
90% conﬁdence interval are substantively negligible, the researcher can “conﬁdently reject the . . . hypothesis of a
meaningful effect” (Rainey 2014, 5). Table 1 reports both
the difference college makes and the “best” bound around
that estimate—the 90% conﬁdence interval that most favors
college-educated leaders (if the outcome is good, like GDP
per capita, we report the upper bound of the estimate; if the
outcome is bad, like strikes, we report the lower bound).
The upper bound of the difference estimate is 7%: after a
random leadership transition, adding a leader with a college degree (relative to adding one without a college degree)
means that logged GDP per capita is 0.07 higher—at best.
This is a nontrivial difference, so we cannot entirely rule
out the possibility of a meaningful effect. But our ﬁndings
are a far cry from the conﬁdent assertions that scholars often make about the virtues of educated leaders. When it
comes to economic performance, the data we examine would
never be enough to convince a critical reader that educated
leaders produce better economies.
The same is true for economic inequality. As the fourth
column in table 1 shows, the percentage of income going to
the top 1% of earners was 0.87 points higher when collegeeducated leaders took over after random transitions and
0.83 points higher when leaders without degrees did. If anything, educated leaders seem to make economic inequality
slightly worse: the share of income going to the top 1% was

11. We also used our data on Brazilian mayors (see the following) elected
between 2000 and 2008 to ask whether those with college degrees oversaw
greater economic growth. Table 3 reports the results of this analysis. Among
mayors elected as-if randomly, those with college degrees achieved average
annual GDP per capita growth that was 0.005 percentage points higher.

0.04 percentage points higher in post-transition countries
with college-educated leaders, compared to post-transition
countries with non-college-educated leaders. The 90% conﬁdence interval around this estimate did not include many
values that would make college-educated leaders look substantively appealing: the best bound (the lower bound) was
20.88. In other words, when we estimate the difference a
college degree makes, the 90% conﬁdence interval around
that estimate does not include even a 1 percentage point
reduction in the share of income going to the top 1%.
Worse still, as the last column of table 1 illustrates, when
college-educated leaders govern in the wake of random leadership transitions, there are signiﬁcantly more strikes, relative both to countries that do not experience random transitions
(the estimate on the indicator “5 years after trans—college” is
signiﬁcant) and relative to countries that experience random
transitions and are governed by people without college degrees
(the estimate on “The Difference College Makes” is signiﬁcant).
This may reﬂect the fact that educated leaders are more likely
to be drawn from parties that oppose labor, are more likely to
be drawn from management jobs, or are simply less likely to
be sympathetic to unions. Whatever the reason, this analysis
sharply contrasts the idea that educated politicians tend to be
better leaders. Those with college degrees do not seem particularly good for growth or inequality—and they actually seem to
promote work stoppages.
Our data on unemployment, inﬂation, and MIDs paint a
similar picture. On all three measures, post-transition countries governed by college educated leaders performed about
the same as those governed by leaders without college degrees. Even the generous “best bounds” on all three measures were substantively tiny.
If education is a marker of leader quality, it is not evident in our analysis of these cross-national data. On several
quality-of-life indicators, countries suddenly governed by
college-educated leaders tended to perform the same as or
worse than countries suddenly governed by people without
college degrees. Scholars and citizens routinely assume that
educated leaders produce better economies and better countries. In reality, whether the national executive has a college
degree does not seem to predict how a country will perform.

EDUCATION, EFFECTIVENESS, AND REELECTION
IN THE US CONGRESS
Leaders with more formal education may still produce better outcomes in other domains. They might be better at
moving proposals through the legislative process. Or they
might be more adept at electoral politics—keeping constituents happy, running campaigns, and winning elections.
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Are they? It can be difﬁcult to know. In most democracies, it is difﬁcult to know how much credit or blame
national executives deserve for speciﬁc policies. And national executives face strict term limits in many countries,
which makes it impossible to study their reelection rates.12
One country where we can study a large sample of politicians who can be linked to the passage of speciﬁc bills
and who can stand for reelection indeﬁnitely is the United
States. In the US Congress, hundreds of candidates run for
ofﬁce at regular intervals, they do not face term limits, historians have kept detailed information about their personal
backgrounds—including whether they had college degrees—
and scholars have computed useful measures of their effectiveness as legislators. Moreover, because Congress is so
large, it is possible to observe many politicians who were
ﬁrst elected as-if randomly, that is, those who won by narrow margins and whose performance in ofﬁce is therefore
less likely to be affected by strategic entry (although, as before, studying this group helps to guard against one potential source of endogeneity but cannot identify the causal relationship between education and leader quality). Between
1901 and 1996, for instance, the Roster of US Congressional
Ofﬁceholders data set (ICPSR and McKibbin 1997) includes
data on the educational backgrounds and electoral fortunes
of 3,954 unique members—including 348 who ﬁrst won ofﬁce with between 50% and 51% of the popular vote, a group
that we can think of as holding ofﬁce essentially at random.13
Did those with college degrees pass more legislation?
Did they stay in ofﬁce longer? Were they less likely to leave
ofﬁce because they lost a bid for reelection? Table 2 reports
the results of a simple analysis of how many bills each member of Congress passed, how long each member remained in

12. In our cross-national data, there is no way to measure how effective national executives were at passing legislation, and many of the
leaders were either not elected or faced strict term limits.
13. Of those, about 14% did not have college degrees. Of course, in close
elections, it is possible that both parties might anticipate a photo ﬁnish and put
forward their best candidates (and that there would consequently be fewer
differences between the college-educated and non-college-educated among this
group than among candidates ﬁrst elected by larger margins). As a robustness
check, we replicated our analysis focusing on legislators who were not ﬁrst
elected in close races. The results—which we report in appendix table 2b—are
strikingly similar. We also estimated models using data on members elected in
close races that regressed each outcome on additional controls for factors that
might inﬂuence the member’s education level (gender, party, state of birth, and
military service). If we assume simple conditional independence, these associations can be considered estimates of the effects of education on leader performance. They too are unremarkable (see appendix table 2c): one metric was
positively and signiﬁcantly associated with having a college degree—number of
bills introduced—but the effect was substantively miniscule and only evident in
one out of the nine auxiliary models we estimated (roughly what we would
expect by chance alone).
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Congress, and whether each member left because he or she
lost a bid for reelection.14
As in table 1, the ﬁrst column in table 2 reports a regression model that relates the number of bills each member passed in a typical congressional term (averaged across
the member’s entire career) to an indicator for whether
that member entered ofﬁce as-if randomly, that is, an indicator for members who ﬁrst won ofﬁce with less than 51%
of the popular vote. The second column reports a model that
examines how narrowly elected members who had college
degrees differed from narrowly elected members who did
not have college degrees. We also include state and year
ﬁxed effects (separate intercepts for all 50 states, the year the
member ﬁrst took ofﬁce, and the year the member left ofﬁce) and an indicator for whether the member served in the
House or the Senate. The third and fourth columns report
the results of two identical models that analyze the number
of years each member ultimately served in Congress. The
ﬁfth and sixth columns analyze models that use an indicator for whether each member ultimately left ofﬁce by losing
a reelection bid.
The estimates in table 2 paint an unremarkable picture.
In sharp contrast to the idea that educated leaders are better leaders, we again ﬁnd that politicians with college degrees perform about the same as politicians without college
degrees. As the ﬁrst column illustrates, members who were
narrowly elected the ﬁrst time passed almost exactly as many
bills in a typical year as members elected by more comfortable margins. Those with and without college degrees were
almost identical in their legislative effectiveness.
Likewise for the third and fourth models in table 2. Members ﬁrst elected by small margins tend not to stay in ofﬁce as
long—they served an average of 0.22 fewer years. However,
more and less educated members were essentially the same
in this respect—a narrowly-elected member with a college
degree served just 0.09 more years than a narrowly-elected
member without a degree, a gap that is not statistically signiﬁcant. The “best” bound on the estimate is small as well;
the largest value within the 90% conﬁdence interval around
our estimate of the beneﬁt of having a college degree is just
0.37 years, about one ﬁfth of a House term and one sixteenth
of a Senate term.
As the ﬁfth and sixth models illustrate, members with
college degrees who won narrowly the ﬁrst time were al-

14. Of course, members facing the prospect of losing might strategically opt to retire rather than face defeat at the polls. This analysis focuses
on whether members who ran for reelection lost, that is, whether members
were both unpopular and nonstrategic, a useful measure of a member’s
skills in the arena of electoral politics.
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Table 2. Education and Legislator Performance in the US Congress

Dependent Variable
Member ﬁrst elected in close race (ind.)
Member ﬁrst elected in close race—college
(ind.)
Member ﬁrst elected in close race—no college
(ind.)
The difference college makes
“Best” bound (90%)
N
R2
Standard error
Degrees of freedom

Bills
Enacted

Bills
Enacted

Years in
Congress

Years in
Congress

.00
(.01)
...

...

2.22**
(.07)
...

...

...
...
...
3,555
.4325
.16829
3,318

.01
(.01)
.00
(.01)
.01
(.01)
.02
3,555
.4326
.1683
3,317

...
...
...
3,555
.9598
1.7249
3,318

2.20*
(.08)
2.30*
(.15)
.09
(.16)
.37
3,555
.9598
1.7251
3,317

Lost
Reelection
Bid (Ind.)

Lost
Reelection
Bid (Ind.)

.09**
(.02)
...

...

...
...
...
3,555
.2355
.45205
3,318

.08**
(.02)
.10**
(.04)
2.02
(.04)
2.07
3,555
.2356
.45211
3,317

Note. Results are from linear regression models estimated with robust standard errors and controls for state, chamber, the year the member ﬁrst took ofﬁce,
and the year the member left ofﬁce. Data are from members who ﬁrst served in Congress between 1901 and 1996; data are taken from ICPSR and McKibben
(1997).
* p ! .05.
** p ! .01.

most exactly as likely to eventually leave ofﬁce by losing reelections, and the best value in the 90% conﬁdence interval
around that estimate was 20.07, a tiny seven percentagepoint gap. If educated leaders are better, it is not at all apparent in data on the legislative effectiveness or electoral
fortunes of members of the US Congress.15
Although scholars and political observers routinely assume that educated leaders are better politicians, members
of Congress with college degrees do not tend to stay in ofﬁce longer, pass more bills, or win reelection more often.
If anything, college-educated members of Congress seem to
perform slightly worse at the polls. If college is a marker of
leader quality, it is not evident when voters cast their ballots
for members of Congress.

CORRUPTION IN BRAZIL
Educated leaders do not seem to have big advantages when
it comes to highly visible outcomes like economic perfor-

15. We also used our data on Brazilian mayors (see below) elected
between 2000 and 2012 to ask whether those with college degrees were
more likely to be reelected. The last two columns in table 3 report the results
of this analysis. Among mayors elected as-if randomly, those with college
degrees were just 5 percentage points more likely to be reelected in the next
election.

mance and reelection. But what about what happens behind
closed doors? Do more educated leaders oversee cleaner,
less corrupt governments?
Studying outcomes that usually remain hidden has important methodological advantages. If educated people are
more likely to go into government in places where government is already performing well, we might wrongly conclude
that educated leaders cause government to perform well. We
can reduce the risk of this sort of selection bias, however,
by studying outcomes like corruption that are normally hidden
from public view. If people do not know whether the government is performing well on a given outcome before they
take ofﬁce—and if they do not expect anyone to ever observe
the outcome on their watch—we can be more conﬁdent that
any differences we see between more and less educated politicians reﬂect differences in their quality, not simply educated people choosing to run when government is already
performing well.
Of course, measuring corruption is notoriously thorny,
for the obvious reason that most corruption is hidden from
the public eye (see Treisman 2007). Fortunately, uniquely
reliable data on corruption are available for a random sample of municipal administrations in Brazil.
Since 2003, the federal government of Brazil has tasked
an independent agency with selecting municipalities by lottery and auditing their ﬁnancial records. Within months
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of the audit, the agency posts a report to its website that is
also distributed to every level of government. The report
contains a list of the irregularities found, including fraud,
uncompetitive bidding procedures in procurement contracts, over-invoicing, diversion of funds, lack of completeness, nonutilization of funds, and undocumented expenses.
Between 2003 and 2008, over 1,500 of Brazil’s municipalities
were audited, providing us with a sizeable random sample.
All of the audited funds fall under the purview of the
municipal executive, the mayor. City councils in Brazil are
not involved in the management of municipal funds, though
they are expected to serve an oversight capacity. Since mayoral candidates in Brazil must report their level of education
when they register, we can examine whether more educated
mayors are less likely to engage in corrupt practices than
their less educated counterparts.
Brollo et al. (2013) classify the irregularities reported by
the auditors into a broad deﬁnition of corruption, including
irregularities that could be interpreted as poor management
rather than corruption per se, and a narrow deﬁnition that
includes only severe irregularities.16 To determine whether
municipalities with educated mayors performed better, we
examined both these binary measures of whether an audit
uncovered corruption—either broadly or narrowly deﬁned—
and data on the proportion of the total audited funds that
were involved in each type of corruption.
Table 3 reports the results of linear models that regressed
these measures of corruption on indicators for mayors elected
in close races (deﬁned here as elections in which the winner’s
margin of victory was less than ﬁve percentage points) and,
separately, on indicators for mayors elected narrowly who held
college degrees and those who did not.17 (Again, this approach
16. As the authors note, broad corruption includes “(i) ‘illegal procurement
practices,’ occurring when any of these episodes are reported: (a) competition
has been limited, e.g., when associates of the mayor’s family or friends receive
nonpublic information related to the value of the project, (b) manipulation of
the bid value, (c) an irregular ﬁrm wins the bid process, (d ) the minimum
number of bids is not attained, or (e) the required procurement procedure is not
executed; (ii) ‘fraud’; (iii) ‘favoritism’ in the good receipt; (iv) ‘over-invoicing,’
occurring when there is evidence that public goods or services are purchased for
a value above the market price; (v) ‘diversion of funds’; and (vi) ‘paid but not
proven,’ occurring when expenses are not proven (Brollo et al. 2013, 1775).
Narrow corruption includes ‘(i) severe illegal procurement practices; (ii) fraud;
(iii) favoritism; and (iv) over-invoicing’ (ibid).”
17. Of the audited municipalities, 36% had a mayor who attended college.
We use linear models even with the binary broad/narrow corruption variables
for ease of interpretation, but note that logistic regressions yield similar results
(see appendix table 3a). As a robustness check, we estimated models that added
additional controls for factors that might inﬂuence a mayor’s education level
(gender, age, and party afﬁliation). The results (reported in appendix table 3b)
were generally consistent, although broad and narrow corruption as a percentage of government spending was signiﬁcantly negatively associated with
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helps to avoid confusing strategic entry by college-educated
politicians with educated politicians performing better, although it is by no means a causal identiﬁcation silver bullet.)
We again included ﬁxed effects for the available data on time
and place (region indicators and indicators for whether the
audit took place during the 2001–5 or 2005–9 terms).18 We
also clustered the standard errors by municipality since some
municipalities were randomly selected for auditing more than
once.
As table 3 illustrates, on average, narrowly elected mayors were no more likely to engage in corruption than other
Brazilian mayors. And of those, college-educated mayors
were no less likely to engage in any measurable form of corruption. Even the “best” bound around the estimated difference that college makes was tiny—it suggested that collegeeducated mayors were 1 percentage point more likely to
engage in broad corruption, 10 percentage points less likely to
engage in narrow corruption, and that approximately 1.89%
and 1.11% of their cities’ budgets were spent on broad and
narrow corruption, respectively. If anything, college-educated
mayors were slightly more likely to engage in broad corruption. Within the 90% conﬁdence intervals, mayors with college degrees were at best trivially less corrupt than mayors
without college degrees.
Using the best available data on executive-level corruption, there seems to be no reason to think that more educated leaders engage in less corruption. Although scholars
routinely assume that educated leaders are better, we simply cannot ﬁnd much evidence for this assumption in hard
data.

WHAT GOOD IS A COLLEGE DEGREE?
In the foreword to The Best and the Brightest—Halberstam’s ([1972] 2002, xi) classic account of the choices that
plunged the United States into the Vietnam War—Senator
John McCain reﬂects on the links between educational credentials and political leadership: “The men who sent Americans to war in Vietnam were, by many standards, the best
and the brightest. They were extraordinarily intelligent, welleducated, informed, experienced, patriotic, and capable leaders. . . . But in the end, they had more conﬁdence than vision,
and that failing bred in them a fateful hubris.”
having a college degree. The associations were substantively small, however, were not more than we would expect to observe by chance after estimating so many primary and auxiliary regression models, and were still far short
of the kind of evidence it would take to justify the sweeping assumption that
educated leaders perform better.
18. We also estimated models that controlled for municipal population, literacy, urbanization, and per capita income (see appendix table 3c).
All of these models yielded similar results.

1,192
.0861
.3957
1,169

“Best” bound (90%)
N
R2
Standard error
Degrees of freedom

.05
(.03)
2.03
(.03)
.081
(.05)
.01
1,192
.0885
.39534
1,168

...

Broad
Corrup.
(Ind.)

1,192
.1197
.47215
1,169

...

...

2.051
(.03)
...

Narrow
Corrup.
(Ind.)

2.06
(.05)
2.05
(.04)
2.01
(.05)
2.10
1,192
.1198
.47234
1,168

...

Narrow
Corrup.
(Ind.)

1,131
.0395
10.315
1,107

...

...

2.07
(.67)
...

Broad
Corrup.
(%)

.09
(1.09)
2.16
(.80)
.24
(1.30)
21.89
1,131
.0396
10.32
1,106

...

Broad
Corrup.
(%)

1,131
.0330
6.3544
1,107

...

...

2.24
(.46)
...

Narrow
Corrup.
(%)

2.13
(.83)
2.30
(.49)
.17
(.93)
21.11
1,131
.0330
6.3571
1,106

...

Narrow
Corrup.
(%)

3,856
.0403
.0803
3,828

...

...

2.00
(.00)
...

GDP pc.
Growth

.002
(.002)
2.0031
(.002)
.0051
(.003)
.01
3,856
.0416
.8001
3,827

...

GDP pc.
Growth

5,950
.0331
.4858
5,922

...

...

2012**
(.03)
...

Reelect.
(Ind.)

2.10*
(.02)
2.15**
(.02)
.05*
(.03)
.09
5,950
.0336
.4857
5,921

...

Reelect.
(Ind.)

Notes. Results are from linear regression models that include controls for region and mayoral term, with standard errors clustered by municipality. Data are taken from Brollo et al. (2013), Supreme Electoral Tribunal, and
the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics.
1
p ! .10.
* p ! .05.
** p ! .01.

...
...

.00
(.03)
...

Mayor ﬁrst elected in close race—college
(ind.)
Mayor ﬁrst elected in close race—no
college (ind.)
The difference college makes

Mayor ﬁrst elected in close race (ind.)

Dependent Variable

Broad
Corrup.
(Ind.)

Table 3. Mayor Education, Corruption, Prosperity, and Reelection in Brazil
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Although scholars and political observers often assume
that education is a marker of leader quality, even leaders
with heaps of educational credentials can plunge countries
into disastrous military conﬂicts, embark on ruinous economic agendas, and inﬂict misfortunes of virtually any kind
on the people they govern.
But are more educated leaders at least better on average? Can scholars use education as a rough proxy for leader
quality in empirical analyses? Should citizens prefer candidates with more formal education to those with less, all else
equal?
The ﬁndings in this article suggest that the answer is “not
really.” We examined the links between education and the
broadest collection of outcomes ever studied, and we consistently found negligible differences between leaders with
college degrees and leaders without them. When a national
leader takes ofﬁce unexpectedly, the country does not seem
to perform better if the leader has a college degree—it is no
less likely to engage in interstate conﬂicts, its economic output and growth are about the same, and the country may actually experience slightly more labor conﬂicts. When a candidate wins a close election for the US Congress, the member
is not more likely to succeed in future elections if she has a
college degree—if anything, her time in ofﬁce may be slightly
shorter. And when a municipal government is audited in
Brazil, the auditors are no less likely to ﬁnd evidence of corruption if the mayor has a college degree. The idea that education is a marker of leader quality is far from the empirical
regularity it is made out to be.19 People with college degrees
may not have more of the skills that make for success in
politics, or holding ofﬁce may be so difﬁcult that only highly
skilled people end up in leadership positions (regardless of
whether they have college degrees). Across ofﬁces that are
hard to obtain—like national executives or seats in the US
Congress—and in ofﬁces that are less competitive—like mayoralties in Brazil—having a college degree does not seem to
predict the kinds of outcomes voters look for.
We focused on the broadest collection of outcomes ever
studied in connection with leader education—multiple measures of economic performance, reelection, and corruption—
but a great deal more could still be done. Educated leaders
tend to perform about as well as other politicians on the
measures we examined, but there could always be other

19. Extensive auxiliary analyses (reported in the appendix) reached
similar conclusions. In the dozens of robustness checks we conducted,
education was associated with positive outcomes in just three models—
about what we would expect by chance alone—and even then, the associations were substantively tiny. Regardless of how we analyzed the data,
our ﬁndings were a far cry from the kind of evidence we would need to
justify the claim that more educated leaders perform better.
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measures on which educated leaders perform better. We focused on things that are important to citizens: the economy,
war, corruption, and reelection. But future work should examine other outcomes and, for that matter, other countries.20
Scholars should continue collecting data and should continue asking whether educated leaders are better than other
politicians.
As it stands, however, the burden of proof would seem
to rest on those who would argue that education is a marker
of leader quality. Political scientists and economists routinely use education as a proxy for leader quality, on the
grounds that education is a marker of human capital. But
education signiﬁes more than just human capital—including preexisting privileges that have nothing to do with a
person’s competence or ability—and the human capital associated with education may not transfer easily into political ability. Schooling is an imperfect measure of competence, and general competence alone may not be enough to
make someone a good politician. When we examine a wide
range of outcomes, we ﬁnd little evidence of a link between
education and leader quality. Our data are by no means
exhaustive, but they are the most comprehensive data currently available. If scholars wish to use education as a proxy
for leader quality, they need to make a stronger case for doing so. Until then, political scientists should look skeptically at studies that assume that educated leaders are better
leaders.
Does this mean that a college education is worthless? Of
course not. It would be unreasonable to expect a college degree—or even an advanced degree—to signify anything beyond minimal proﬁciency in a profession as complex as government. Do we expect recent college graduates to perform
brain surgeries? Do we expect students who have just passed
the bar exam to design skyscrapers? Of course not—complex
jobs require specialized training and heaps of supervised experience. It should come as no surprise that general educational attainment is not a marker of leader quality. It is not a
marker of quality in many other complex jobs either.
When citizens evaluate candidates, they probably should
not place too much emphasis on their formal educational
credentials. Many people without college degrees would make
great leaders and many people with walls full of diplomas
would make awful leaders. Likewise, scholars should develop
other proxies for leader quality. If educational attainment is
not a strong predictor of how politicians perform in ofﬁce,
we should search for better markers of quality. There are
many promising possibilities: prior experience in public af20. We also have not explored the reasons why educated leaders seem
to cause more strikes and engage in more corruption, something future
studies could take up.
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fairs, or even measures of performance in ofﬁce like the outcomes we have studied in this article.
One possibility might be to ask whether leaders with degrees in ﬁelds related to governing, like political science and
public policy, perform better in ofﬁce. Do politicians with
a BA in government perform better than those with a BA in
physics? Do leaders with MPAs and MPPs do better than
leaders with MDs? The move to study leaders trained in
economics is a promising development (e.g., Flores, Lloyd,
and Nooruddin 2013; Hallerberg and Wehner 2013; Moessinger 2012; O’Roark and Wood 2011). If we wish to understand the links between education and leader quality, we
will need to move beyond the blunt assumption that more
schooling is always better and begin asking how exactly education can enhance the performance of the next generation
of world leaders.
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